1. Definitions and outline of results. This paper contains the first examples of normed spaces not isomorphic to strictly convex or smooth spaces. The table below shows the properties now known to be possessed by a number of special Banach spaces; some conclusions and unsolved problems are discussed after the table. §2 contains the positive results which enable us to show that the special examples do have the properties asserted, while §3 contains the specific calculations which show that some spaces can not be made smooth or strictly convex. §4 contains an example related to the impossibility of some generalizations of theorems of Kakutani and Michael on simultaneous extension of continuous functions; the proof presented for this example shows that this topic is, slightly, related to the one discussed in detail here.
The following definitions and notation are used throughout the paper. Definitions.
Let B be a normed linear space. If every chord of the unit sphere of B has its midpoint below the surface of the unit sphere, then B is called strictly convex (written SC); if through every point of the surface of the unit sphere of B there passes a unique hyperplane of support (that is, a tangent hyperplane) of the unit sphere, then B is called smooth (written SM); if both occur, then B is called SCM. If B is isomorphic to an SX space, X = C, M, or CM, then B is called an sx space.
If 7 is an index set, let A = A(7) be the Tyhonov cube; that is, the topological product P,gr7<, where each Ji is the closed interval [ -1, l] . For p^l let Hp=Hp(I) be the set of those elements x of A(7) such that El x(i)\p :g 1. i&t
Also define m(I) space of all bounded real functions on 7 with ||x|| = lub.gr \x(i)\. mo(I) subspace of all those x in m(I) which vanish except on a countable set.
co(I) subspace of those x in m(I) for which for each e>0 the set of i with [x(i)| >e is finite; that is, Co(7) is the set of functions vanishing at infinity on the discrete space 7.
lp(I) for p^l, the set of those real functions x on 7 for which \\x\\tjl = [E.-erl*WH1/p<"- 
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Given a set X, a Borel field F of sets in X, and a countably additive, nonnegative set function p defined on F, fx is called finite, or cr-finite, if there is a set Xi, or a sequence of sets Xj, in F each of finite p-measure such that every set in F is essentially contained on Xi, or in \JjXj.
Lp(fx) space of measurable functions on X such that||/||Z.j,= [/|/(x)j pdfx]1/p <oo.
M(fx) space of essentially bounded measurable functions on X with essential lub for norm.
C(X) (if X is a topological space) is the space of real-valued, bounded, continuous functions on X.
In the 
From the above examples and from the results stated more fully in the next section some questions are answered and some new questions made pertinent.
(i) There is a Banach space, Co(Ic), which is scm; its conjugate space (equivalent to li(Ic)) is scm; its second conjugate (equivalent tom(Ic)) issc, notsm; its third conjugate is not sm, and whether or not sc is mixed up with (v) below.
(ii) There is a Banach space co(Iu) which is sc and sm; its conjugate space is sc but not sm; its second conjugate space is neither.
For reflexive spaces we have full duality between SC and SM, and also between sc and sm. The Lp(fx), p>l, are examples of SCM reflexive spaces. [March (iii) There is no example known of a reflexive space which is not sc or of such a space not sm. Klee In later applications it will be convenient to rephrase (2) as (2') If B* is s* and if the new norm in B* is w*-lower semi-continuous and S*, then it is the conjugate norm of a new norm in B which is S.
Clarkson [2] showed that every separable normed space is sc. His proof uses only the existence of a bounded countable total set of linear functionals {fj\ of norm 1; mapping £ into l2 by setting 7x= {fj(x)/2>}, 7 = 1, 2, • • • , we see that T is one-to-one and linear from B into the scm space l2; the rest of Clarkson's proof can be formalized as of proof of (Klee A1.4(v)).
(3) If and only if there is a one-to-one and linear map of B into an SC (or even sc) space B', then B is sc.
The identity map of lx(I) into /2(7) combined with Theorem 7 shows that no such result can hold for smoothness. The best of which I am now aware is Theorem I. If B is isomorphic with a subspace of a space with S (or s), then B is s.
It suffices to prove that if B is a subspace of B' and if B' is 5, so is B. For SC this is trivial since all calculations take place in one plane at a time. If B is not SM, there is a point x£2J and two elements/i and/2 in B* of norm one such that/i(x) =||x|| =/2(x). By the Hahn-Banach theorem each/< has an extension <f>i of norm 1 in B'*; hence B' is not smooth if B is not.
A related result is Theorem 2. If B is an SM (or even sm) space and if there is a one-to-one linear T from B into an scm space B', then B is scm.
We may assume that B is SM and that B' is SCM; then let p(x) =\\Tx\\B' and let | x| =||x|| +p(x). If B" is B renormed with | • • • |, we see that B" is sc (by the proof of (3)). But by the Hahn-Banach theorem smoothness is equivalent to differentiability of the norm in every plane section through 0. T is an isomorphism in every such plane, so the functions || • • • || and p( • • ■) are both differentiable in every such plane; the same is true of their sum. We also need a well-known fact: (4) The norm in a conjugate space is a lower semi-continuous functional when the space is given its w*-topology; that is, if w*-Ymia /»=/, then liminf.|l/.||2;l|/f|. (3), as the sum of lower semi-continuous functions has the same property.
Clarkson [2] showed that every separable space is sc; Klee [4, Al.ll] showed from this and (2) that every separable reflexive space is sc and is sm. The next result improves both of these. The next theorem gives our most powerful smoothability proof; Klee (A1.7) has a related result with a stronger conclusion, but his hypotheses are so much stronger that they apply only to reflexive spaces; we wish to apply Theorem 5 to the spaces co(I) and Lx(p).
Theorem
5. Let Bo be a reflexive SM space and let T be a linear function carrying Bo into a dense subset of B. Then B is sm andB* is sc; more specifically, (a) T* is one-to-one linear between B* and a subspace of B*, and is w*-w* continuous. Corollary. Suppose all Bt are sc. Then for p^l the lp(I) product of the Bi is sc;for I countable the m(I) product of the Bi is sc. If B is sc, then the space of continuous functions from K(I) into B is sc.
Various theorems of the next section assert that SC norms can be introduced in these choices for F. Allowing for sets of measure zero and replacing sums by integrals, the above theorems apply equally well to the spaces Lp(fx, B) of Bochner measurable functions with pth power summable when p>l, or, in the second case, when p = 1 and the measure is finite.
3. Properties of particular spaces. We give now the first examples of spaces shown not to be sc or sm.
Theorem 8. Let I be uncountable; then mo(I) is not sc.
Corollary.
If I is uncountable, m(T) is not sc.
Phillips [6] announced this result in a footnote added in proofreading; to my knowledge no proof has been published heretofore.
To prove the theorem let U be the unit sphere in mo(I). For an x of norm 1 define Fx, the facet of U determined by x, to be the set of all y in U such that y Letting e tend to 0 gives (*) which we rewrite as (**) mx^2\x\ -Mx.
Take xi so that |xi| ^(3k + l)/4. Then mxl^(3k + l)/2-k = (k + l)/2, so
Then take x2 in FX1 so that |x2| ^(3-Mn+lxil )/4; then mXt^(Mxl + |xi|)/2, so (d') If p*' =inf {|y| \yGFx}, and ii xGF, then fxx' <\x\.
The proof will proceed like that for h(I) as soon as it is proved that for x in F there is a z such that (e) holds and the plane of z and x cuts the sphere {x|||x|| =l} in a curve containing only points of F. To prove this observe that (g) xGF ii and only if there is a sequence {ij} of distinct elements of / such that limy |x(*,-)| =||x|| =1.
Once (g) is verified, take z(i2j) = -x(i2j) ior all j and take z(i) = x(i) ior all other iGI-Then for y = tz+t'x, we have y(i2]) =(t+t')x(i2j) and y(i2j+i) = (t'-t)x(iij+i), so ||y|| = 11\ +11'\. y also satisfies (g) when 11\ + \ t'\ = 1, so yGF. Starting from a point of F the rest of the proof of (d') goes as it did for (d), but working always in F. The contradiction derived from smoothness therefore occurs in mo(I) if / is not finite.
Theorem 10. co(I) is sc and is sm.
To prove that co(I) is sc we define a sort of "decreasing rearrangement" map of co(I) into l2(I); unfortunately it is not linear. Given XiGco(I), let £i = ||xi||,and let Ei= [i\ |xi(i)| =ifi},and let x2 = 0 in E\, = Xi elsewhere in I;
repeat the process on x2, setting ir2 = ||x2||, E2= {i\ |x2(i)| =£2, and x3 = 0 in E2, x3 = x2 elsewhere. Continue by induction. Then each En is a finite set and E = \JnE" can be enumerated in a sequence {ij} in such a way that |x(i3+i)| |x(*,-)| for all j; that is, so that ij in En and ik in En+x imply k>j. Also x(i) =0 if iEE. We define Dx to be the element of /2(7) such that Dx(ij) = x(ij)/2>, for? = 1, 2, ••• , Dx(i) = 0 for all other i E 7.
Then D is a homogeneous operation from c0(7) into /2(7). Suppose that [rk] is a proper sequence for x, so p(x) = { E* [x(r0/2*]2} "2; setting aj = x(ij) and &* = x(r*) and squaring, we want to show that E iai/2')2 ^ E (**/2*)2.
If m<n and also |am| < |a"|, then Theorem 12. h(I) is sc. C(K(T)) is sm.
Klee proved the first part of this in (A1.8); we gave another proof by Theorem 5 when proving co(I) smooth. Klee (A1.9) also has the result that M(p) is sc when p is finite, except for an omission in the hypotheses of A1.9; the second part of Theorem 12 follows at once from Theorem 11; when a [March product of Lebesgue measures is introduced in A(7), C(K(I)) is isometrically embedded in M(p), where p(K(I)) =1. A third proof that k(I) issccan also be given by observing that the mapping which sends {ti} in Zi(7) to E< '•*«■ where x< is the ith coordinate function on K(I), is an isometry of /i(7) into C(K(I)).
By the device of embedding ma(I), Theorem 11 can be completed by Corollary.
If M(p) is not finite-dimensional; that is, if there exist infinitely many disjoint sets of positive p-measure, then M(p) is not sm.
It is not now known whether every sm space must have an sc conjugate, or whether every Lx(p) must be sc. The most accessible space to investigate further seems to be an uncountable product measure of Lebesgue measures. From Theorem 5 and the negative results of this section we derive also
Corollary.
There can be no linear mapping of any lp(I) or Lp(p) with p> 1 into a dense subspace of lx(I), I uncountable, or a dense subspace of mo(I), I infinite, or of M(p), if M(p) is not finite-dimensional.
4. Kakutani's and Michael's extension theorems. Kakutani [3] Obviously whenever there is a retraction r of a topological space E onto a closed subset H, the definition Tx(a) =x(r(a)) for all a in A gives a T with the desired properties. Michael [5] and Klee [4] give an example of a compact Hausdorff space E and a closed subset H which is not a neighborhood retract of A; their example is E=K(I), 77 = HP(I), where 7 has the cardinal number of the continuum. Their proof involves separability, and says nothing final about the possibility of an extension theorem.
Whenever 7 is countable, A(7) is a separable metrizable space, and Kakutani's theorem applies to give an embedding-by-extension of C(HP) into C(E) for every neighborhood E of HP in A(7). When 7 is not countable no such embedding by extension can occur. The case p = l of Theorem 12 appeared when I was trying to prove co(I) sc by embedding it in C(K(I)); Theorem 12 shows that this method must fail, though Theorem 8, whose proof was discovered much later, says Co(I) is sc. With this knowledge we define a sequence {ij} of points of 7 and an increasing sequence (m,'| of integers as follows: Choose ix, ■ • ■ , imi so that ijQ.o-ik if j, k^mx and J9^k, and choose mx maximal under this condidition; then mx^P and for every i not in Afi = U;sm, o-^. at least one ij is in at. Then choose m2 maximal under the condition that for mx<k^m2 the point i*(£o-,\ if JT^k and j^m2. Then m2 -mx^P, and when iEM2 = \ik^mt o\t, at least one ik, mx<k^m2, lies in o\. Continue this process by induction and let ilf=U" Mn. Then if iEM, there is for each n a kn with mn-x<kn^mn such that **n£<r,-. If there were such an i this would make the finite set <r, infinite; but M is countable and 7 is not, so we have reached a contradiction. This shows that no such T as we had assumed can exist.
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